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Le Fauconnier - Edgar Degas - Collections of Musée Marmottan Monet

Valued image

This  image  has  been  assessed  under  the  valued  image  criteria  and  is
considered  the  most  valued  image  on  Commons  within  the  scope:  Le
Fauconnier - Edgar Degas - Collections of Musée Marmottan Monet (The
Falconer). You can see its nomination here.

Edgar Degas: Le Fauconnier   ( )

Artist Edgar Degas  (1834–1917) 

Title Le Fauconnier

Medium Aquarelle sur papier

Collection Musée Marmottan Monet

Object
history

Legs Hauser Roger, mai 1990

Exhibition
history

Quand Toulouse-Lautrec regarde Degas exposition temporaire au Musée
Toulouse-Lautrec d'Albi du 17 mai au 04 septembre 2022

References 5246

Permission
(Reusing this

file)
This work is in the public domain in its country of origin and
other  countries  and  areas  where  the  copyright  term  is  the
author's life plus 100 years or fewer.

This work is in the public domain in the United States because
it was published (or registered with the U.S. Copyright Office)
before January 1, 1929.

This file has been identified as being free of known restrictions under copyright law, including all related and neighboring

rights. (https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/mark/1.0/deed.en)
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Source Own work

Author Didier Descouens

Permission
(Reusing this

file)

 This file is copyrighted and has been released under a license which is
incompatible with Facebook's licensing terms (https://www.facebook.com/legal/term
s). It is not permitted to upload this file at Facebook.

This file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share
Alike 4.0 International license.

You are free:

to share – to copy, distribute and transmit the work

to remix – to adapt the work
Under the following conditions:

attribution – You must give appropriate credit, provide a
link to the license, and indicate if changes were made.
You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any
way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use.

share alike – If you remix, transform, or build upon the
material, you must distribute your contributions under the
same or compatible license (https://creativecommons.or
g/share-your-work/licensing-considerations/compatible-lic
enses) as the original.
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48° 51′ 33.41″ N, 2° 16′ 02.58″ E (https://geo
hack.toolforge.org/geohack.php?pagename=
File:(Albi)_Le_Fauconnier_-_Edgar_Degas_-
_Mus%C3%A9e_Marmotant,_Paris.jpg&par
ams=048.859280_N_0002.267383_E_glob
e:Earth_class:object_type:object_region:FR_
&language=en)

View this and other nearby
images on: OpenStreetMap (h
ttps://wikimap.toolforge.org/?w
p=false&cluster=false&zoom=
16&lat=048.859280&lon=000
2.267383)
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This file contains additional information such as Exif metadata which may have been added by
the digital camera, scanner, or software program used to create or digitize it. If the file has been
modified from its original state, some details such as the timestamp may not fully reflect those
of the original file. The timestamp is only as accurate as the clock in the camera, and it may be
completely wrong.

Camera manufacturer NIKON CORPORATION

Camera model NIKON D850

Exposure time 1/40 sec (0.025)

F-number f/7.1

ISO speed rating 8,000

Date and time of data generation 10:23, 15 August 2022

Lens focal length 120 mm
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